Cocaine reinforced progressive ratio performance in the rhesus monkey.
A series of experiments were conducted to determine the effectiveness of a progressive ratio (PR) procedure in measuring the relative reinforcing efficacy of several intravenous doses of cocaine. In Experiment 1, utilizing much smaller increases in the ratio requirement than previously reported, the animals generally displayed increases in breaking point with increases in the cocaine unit dose up to 0.4 mg/kg/inj. The highest dose studied (0.8 mg/kg/inj.) engendered breaking points lower than the 0.4 mg/kg dose but higher than the remaining lower doses. Experiment 2 was conducted utilizing the same reinforcement schedule as in Experiment 1 but with liquid Tang as the reward. The results demonstrated that this procedure would function to discriminate reinforcing strength with a more traditional reward. Experiment 3 examined a more expedient procedure to see if results similar to those seen in Experiment 1 could be obtained in a shorter period of time. However, the shorter procedure engendered excessive intrasubject variability, suggesting that some intermediate level of baseline experience between the 5-7 days used in Experiment 1 and the 50 reinforced responses used in Experiment 3 would be necessary to obtain consistent breaking point-unit dose functions.